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A B S T R A C T 

The angular momentum distribution of classical Cepheids in the outer Milky Way disc is bimodal with a gap at L gap = 

2950 km s −1 kpc, corresponding to R = 13 kpc, while no similar feature has been found in the general population of disc stars. 
We show that star formation in multiple spiral arm segments at the same azimuth leads to such multimodality that quickly 

dissolves and only shows in young stars. Unlike other explanations, such as a 1:1 orbital resonance with the Galactic bar, this 
also accounts for the observed steepening of the stellar warp at L gap , since the adjacent spiral arms represent different parts of the 
warped gas disc, and for the predominance of the gap at ne gativ e Galactic longitude ( � < 0 

◦), since for complex spiral structure 
this mechanism is limited in azimuth. In this scenario, the gap is clearly present only in young stars, as observed, while most 
purely stellar dynamical origins would affect all disc populations, including older disc stars. 

K ey words: stars: v ariables: Cepheids – Galaxy: disc – Galaxy: kinematics and dynamics – Galaxy: structure – galaxies: spiral. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

lassical Cepheids (CCs) are pulsating stars and their well-defined
eriod–luminosity relation makes them excellent distance indicators.
ith ages of the order of few hundred Myr, they are also quite young.

hese two characteristics make them ideal tracers of the structure of
he young Galactic disc. For example, CCs have been used to map
he Galactic stellar warp (Chen et al. 2019 ; Skowron et al. 2019 ) and
o estimate its parameters (Lemasle et al. 2022 ). 

For the spiral arms of the Milky Way (MW), the results are
ertainly less clear than for the warp. This can be said about all
piral tracers in the Galaxy. The main problem is our location within
he disc, which limits the view to the far side and hampers our
nderstanding of the global picture. Ne vertheless, se veral authors
e.g. Majaess, Turner & Lane 2009 ; Veselova & Nikiforov 2020 ;
oggio et al. 2021 ; Lemasle et al. 2022 ) attempted to trace spiral arms
ith CCs and pointed to the coincidence of their spatial distribution
ith spiral arms defined in the literature by other tracers. The ages
f CCs imply that they could have undergone up to one Galactic
otation near the solar circle since their formation, which limits their
istance from the spiral arm in which they were born. This was noted
y Skowron et al. ( 2019 ) who discussed a few scenarios in which the
urrent distribution of CCs could have originated from one, two, or
hree separate interstellar medium (ISM) spiral arms. 

The recent Gaia Data Release 3 of the Gaia Collaboration
 2022 , hereafter G22 ) combined proper motions from Gaia EDR3
Lindegren et al. 2021 ) with line-of-sight velocities and distances
rom the CC period–luminosity relation of Ripepi et al. ( 2019 , 2022 )
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o obtain the 3D kinematics of MW CCs. Using these data, Drimmel
t al. ( 2022 , hereafter D22 ) analysed the radial dependences of the
zimuthal velocity v φ and the z component L z = Rv φ of angular
omentum for the CCs younger than 200 Myr. They found that

hese quantities follow a tight relation with radius R , showing a gap
r local minimum at L z ≈ 2950 km s −1 kpc (see fig. 1 of D22 or the
ottom panel of Fig. 3 ). 
D22 discussed several possible explanations of this gap, focusing
ostly on orbital resonances with the Galactic bar. Instead, in this

aper we suggest an alternative and much simpler explanation,
amely that the observed gap in angular momentum originates from
 spatial gap between two thin spiral arms in the ISM where the CCs
ormed. We illustrate this idea with a simulated spiral galaxy. 

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 , we introduce the
imulated galaxy and discuss its properties. In Section 3 , we describe
he phase-space gap found in the simulated galaxy and discuss its
rigin and its connection to the warp. Sections 4 and 5 discuss and
ummarize our findings, respectively. 

 T H E  SIMULATED  G A L A X Y  

e found a simulated galaxy with a similar gap in run TNG50-1 of the
agnetohydrodynamical cosmological suite IllustrisTNG (Nelson

t al. 2019 ; Pillepich et al. 2019 ). Baryonic (gas/star) particles in
NG50-1 have a typical mass of 8 . 5 × 10 4 M � and a gravitational
oftening of 288 pc, implying a resolution sufficiently high to model
alactic structures, such as spiral arms, with some detail. Within its
imulation volume of (50 Mpc) 3 , TNG50-1 has about 130 galaxies
s massive as the MW (Pillepich et al. 2019 ). 

Our example galaxy (ID = 546474 at redshift z = 0) is a barred
piral with a total mass of 5 . 7 × 10 11 M � within 100 kpc. Inside
© The Author(s) 2022. 
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Figure 1. Density distribution of all stellar (top) and gas (bottom) particles of the simulated galaxy in three projections as indicated at redshift z = 0 ( t = 

13.803 Gyr). 
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Figure 2. Spatial distribution of the stellar particles younger than 200 Myr 
from the simulated galaxy. Colour coded are three sub-samples separated by 
their angular momentum in the quadrant Q3 (see the third row of Fig. 3 ). 
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0 kpc, the stellar and gas masses are 4 . 6 × 10 10 and 1 . 4 × 10 10 M �,
espectively, at z = 0. Most of the former are in an exponential
isc with a scale length of 2.7 kpc. About 1 Gyr before the end of the
imulation, a central bar formed and reached a radial extent of 3.3 kpc
t z = 0. This bar rotates with a pattern speed of 34 km s −1 kpc −1 

obtained via the unbiased Fourier method of Dehnen, Semczuk & 

ch ̈onrich 2023 ), which places co-rotation at 6.7 kpc, about twice the
ar radius, implying a slow bar. The 2:1 bar resonance is at 10.8 kpc
nd 1:1 at 14.6 kpc. 

Outside the bar region, the stellar and gaseous surface density 
aps of Fig. 1 show clear spiral structure, presumably due to tidal

nteractions. In the stellar disc, the spirals are much shorter and 
ess pronounced than in the gas, where they are easily traceable 
o ∼3 times larger radii. The spiral structure in the stellar disc is
ominated by an m = 2 mode, while gas spirals are more complex
nd multi-armed. The edge-on views show a strong warp, which 
gain is more pronounced in the gas. This warp predates the bar,
s it can be seen in the gas as early as 3 Gyr before the end of the
imulation (not shown), and likely originates from misaligned gas 
ccretion. More details on the evolution of the simulated galaxy can 
e found in Appendix A. 

 C O M PA R I S O N  O F  T H E  SIMULATION  WI TH  

H E  M I L K Y  WAY  

.1 Gap characterization 

n order to emulate Galactic Cepheids, we select from the simulated 
alaxy star particles younger than 200 Myr, the same age limit as
hat used for CCs by D22 and G22 . The face-on distribution of these
 a  
articles, shown in Fig. 2 , resembles more the gas morphology in
ig. 1 than the o v erall stellar distribution. Besides the bar and the spi-
als, these young stars also form a ring of the same size as the bar, i.e.
 feature often observed in external galaxies and called an inner ring.
MNRAS 519, 902–908 (2023) 
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M

Figure 3. The distributions o v er spherical radius r and tangential velocity v t (left) and total angular momentum L = rv t (middle), as well as histograms o v er L 
(right) for star particles at r > 3 kpc and younger than 200 Myr from each quadrant (as indicated; top four rows) of the simulated galaxy and for the MW CCs 
(bottom two rows) provided by G22 and D22 and split by their Galactic azimuth ϕ (defined to be zero at the Sun and increase towards Galactic rotation). 
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We divide these star particles by their azimuth into four quadrants
n a reference frame aligned with the bar (other random orientations
o not alter our results significantly; see Fig. 2 ) and do not consider
articles from the inner 3 kpc, since G22 do not co v er this inner
NRAS 519, 902–908 (2023) 
egion. In the first four rows of Fig. 3 , we show for each quadrant the
adial dependences of the tangential velocity v t and the absolute value
f the angular momentum L together with histograms of L for these
oung star particles. In the bottom two rows of Fig. 3 , we show the

art/stac3528_f3.eps
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Figure 4. Face-on density distribution of the gas from the simulated galaxy 
with o v erlaid the scatter plot of the young stellar particles from the two spiral 
arms between which the angular momentum gap has formed. The selection 
of these particles is in Figs 2 and 3 . 
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Figure 5. Spatial distribution of the Galactic classical Cepheids. Cepheids 
at y < 0 kpc (showing a clearer gap) are colour coded by their angular 
momentum. Solid and dashed black curves mark the four-arm spiral model of 
Taylor & Cordes ( 1993 ) and the Perseus arm (Levine, Blitz & Heiles 2006 ), 
respectively. Red lines indicate the region analysed in Fig. 8 . 
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ame quantities for the MW CCs obtained from G22 and D22 1 in two
alves of the MW, split into positive and negative Galactic azimuth 
 defined to be zero at Sun and increase towards Galactic rotation.
e chose spherical radius r , v t , and total angular momentum L here,

nstead of cylindrical radius R , v φ , and L z (as D22 did), in order to
resent a consistent comparison with the simulation. As discussed in 
ection 2 , the disc of the simulated galaxy is strongly warped when
 φ and L z capture the rotational motions only partly, while v t and
 provide the full picture. This change of variables hardly makes a
ifference for the distribution of MW CCs, as shown in fig. 1 of D22 .
Angular momentum L shows tight relations with radius in each 

uadrant, slightly tighter in fact than MW CCs (which may be a
onsequence of errors in distance and/or radial v elocity). F or the MW
Cs, the gap is more clearly visible at ϕ < 0 ◦ (or y < 0 kpc), than
t ϕ > 0 ◦. In all quadrants of the simulated galaxy, the distributions
ave one or two gaps, most notable as dips in the histograms o v er L .
he size and position of these gaps vary with azimuth corresponding 

o different arrangements of the spiral arms. Of all quadrants, Q3 
est resembles the distributions of Galactic CCs at ϕ < 0 ◦, except
hat it has not one but two clear gaps, the inner of which, at L =
720 km s −1 kpc, has no analogue in the MW CC data. 
We divide the young stellar particles from Q3 into three sub-

amples based only on their angular momentum L (as marked by 
otted lines in Fig. 3 ) and paint them with different colour in the
patial map of Fig. 2 . From this figure, it is clear that angular
omentum separates stars into two spiral arms at different radii 

nd an inner ring near the bar co-rotation radius. The obvious 
nterpretation is that the gaps in angular momentum originate from 

he spatial gaps between the spiral arms in which these young 
articles actually formed. In Fig. 4 , we o v erplot the young star
 Deviating from G22 , we used a solar velocity of 13 , 250 , and 6 . 9 km s −1 to 
ranslate to the Galactic frame, a blend of the results derived by Sch ̈onrich, 
inney & Dehnen ( 2010 ) and Sch ̈onrich ( 2012 ). 

D
 

M
m  

v

articles associated with these two spirals on the gas density map
iewed face-on. The star particles lie close to the gaseous spiral
rms but slightly lag behind. This is expected because outside its
o-rotation radius the spiral propagates faster than circular orbits and 
ence any stars (some evidence for this to also happen in MW was
laimed by Hou & Han 2015 ). Unfortunately, the cadence of the
NG50 output data is insufficient to estimate the spiral pattern speed
nd co-rotation radius that would allow to investigate this in greater
etail. 
Ideally, we would present a plot similar to Fig. 2 or 4 for the
W. Unfortunately, this is not possible, because our inventory of 
W CCs and our knowledge of the spiral structure in the MW gas

isc are both incomplete. Instead, we compare in Fig. 5 the spatial
istribution of CCs from our sample with the spiral-arm models from
aylor & Cordes ( 1993 ) and Levine et al. ( 2006 ). We see indeed that

he CCs beyond the gap and at y < 0 kpc (blue) appear to align with
he Perseus arm; inside the gap only the Sagittarius Carina (middle)
rm is well sampled, while the other arms are barely distinguishable
both have been noted before by Poggio et al. 2021 , G22 ). 

.2 Vertical structure 

22 noted that the L z value of the gap in CCs coincides with the onset
f the signal in vertical velocities v z associated with the Galactic
arp. If the gap is caused by some orbital resonance of the in-plane
otions (such as an outer 1:1 resonance with the Galactic bar as

a v oured by D22 ), then such a coincidence is unexpected and indeed
22 concluded that its origin is unclear. 
We investigate in Fig. 6 the vertical distributions of the groups of
W (bottom) and simulated (top) CCs separated by the angular 
omentum gaps. In both cases, the smallest L group (green) is

ertically the narrowest and well confined to the galactic mid-plane, 
MNRAS 519, 902–908 (2023) 
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Figure 6. The distributions of the z coordinates for stellar particles from the 
simulated galaxy (top) and for Galactic classical Cepheids from the sample of 
D22 (bottom) for different subsets according to their total angular momentum 

L . The colour coding for the simulated galaxy is the same as in previous 
figures. 

Figure 7. The 3D projection of the stellar particles younger than 200 Myr 
from the simulated galaxy. Colour coded are three sub-samples separated by 
their angular momentum in the quadrant Q3 (see the third row of Fig. 3 ). 
The projection demonstrates the origin of the vertical separation between the 
warped spiral arms. 
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Figure 8. Distribution of Galactic cylindrical radius R and height z for 
Cepheids in the longitude range (highlighted by red lines in Fig. 5 ), where 
the biggest spatial gap occurs. If dust attenuation was responsible for the gap 
at R = 12–13 kpc, there should be no stars at z ∼ 0 kpc and R > 13 kpc. 
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hile the groups beyond the respective gaps have very different

ertical distributions: much broader and asymmetric. 
For the simulated galaxy, Fig. 7 presents a 3D projection of the

isc of young stars. Quite obviously, the outer spiral arm (red) is
trongly warped with respect to the inner ring (green), which is
lmost aligned with the galactic plane, while the intermediate arm
blue) is intermediately warped between these. So with increasing
 , the disc of young stars is increasingly warped, reflecting the state
f the gas disc at the time of their birth. The same explanation
ikely holds for the MW CCs, albeit with a much weaker warp: the
uter spiral beyond the gap was (at the time of forming the CCs)
NRAS 519, 902–908 (2023) 
ore inclined to the inner Galactic disc and gave birth to stars on
orrespondingly inclined orbits. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

22 re vie w se v eral possible e xplanations of the CC angular mo-
entum gap. They dismiss a spiral-arm origin since the gap feature

s present in not only the quadrant in which Poggio et al. ( 2021 )
dentified the main spiral arm. Tracking spiral arms of the MW is
raditionally a very difficult task, but we think that the origin from
wo adjacent spirals at the same azimuth can work even if these
rms do not fully co v er the same range of azimuths. F or e xample, in
ig. 2 the red arm could end half way of its current azimuth range
nd the phase space would still show the gap. The only necessary
ondition for this mechanism to create a gap is to have two separated
tar-forming spiral arms in some azimuthal range. 

D22 also consider a scenario in which the interaction with the Sgr
warf Galaxy punches a hole in the MW stellar disc that later winds
p as a spiral with gaps (Bland-Hawthorn & Tepper-Garc ́ıa 2021 ),
ut dismiss this scenario, since any passage of Sgr dwarf was far
utside the location of the gap. In our scenario, ho we ver, such a wide
nteraction is welcome, as it may trigger a grand-design spiral in the
as disc well inside the actual passage, such as for M51. In fact,
he simulated galaxy underwent two similar interactions (objects of

10 8 M � passing within ∼20 kpc), which may be responsible for the
rand-design spiral pattern that later caused the angular momentum
aps in the young stars. 

A close inspection of Fig. 5 suggests that the signal for the angular
omentum gap in Fig. 3 is dominated by a relatively small region

n the disc at Galactic longitudes −100 ◦ < � < −122 ◦ (highlighted
y red lines in Fig. 5 ). One might suspect this to result from dust
ttenuation hiding mid-plane stars until the warp brings them back
ut of the shadow. To test this, we plot in Fig. 8 the distribution of
he MW CCs in R and z in that longitude range. While most stars
eyond the gap are well below the Galactic mid-plane due to warp (as
nalysed from MW CCs by Lemasle et al. 2022 ), some very close to
 = 0 kpc should not be visible if dust attenuation caused the angular
omentum gap (in this segment). 
Another obvious explanation for any gaps in phase space is some

rbital resonance with a regular non-axisymmetric perturber, in
articular the Galactic bar. A prediction of non-linear perturbation
heory is that a stationary bar, or spiral pattern, may drive a warp
utside its outer 2:1 (Lindblad) resonance (OLR; Masset & Tagger
997 ). While the angular momentum gap at R ≈ 13 kpc indeed
oincides with the steepening of the Galactic warp, it is outside the
LR of the bar. D22 therefore considered the outer 1:1 resonance
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ith the bar, which is expected at that location, but could not
nd convincing evidence for a similarly clear gap in any other 

racer, including millions of stars from the Gaia radial-velocity 
ample and a red giant branch sample (both with 6D phase-space 
nformation). This essentially rules out such an explanation, since 
esonance mechanisms differentiate stellar populations based on their 
elocity dispersion, and hence should affect all disc populations, 
lbeit more so those with lower velocity dispersion. Ho we ver, this
emains unexplored for evolving resonances, in particular a slowing 
ar that drives some age discrimination (Chiba & Sch ̈onrich 2021 ). 

Our proposed scenario, on the other hand, differentiates directly 
n stellar age, strongly fa v ouring young stars, since (i) it requires a
pecial configuration of their birth places, which may not exist for
xtended periods of time, and (ii) the feature gets quickly erased 
y phase mixing and angular momentum dispersal due to spiral and 
ar perturbations. In the simulated galaxy, for example, we find that 
aps in the angular momentum distributions can be easily detectable 
nly for stellar particles younger than about 1 Gyr. Ho we ver, as we
nd in the simulated galaxy, the older stellar population may have 
eatures (such as ridges) at a similar phase-space position, which are 
nrelated and likely formed by interactions with some perturber (bar, 
piral, or satellite). 

It has been widely studied that the interaction between the MW 

nd the Sgr Dwarf Galaxy could have created a warp (e.g. Ibata &
azoumov 1998 ), a corrugation (e.g. G ́omez et al. 2013 ; Laporte et al.
018 ), the phase-space spiral (e.g. Binney & Sch ̈onrich 2018 ; Laporte
t al. 2019 ), and spiral arms (e.g. Purcell et al. 2011 ) in the MW stellar
isc. It would have been surprising if only the vertical structure of
he stellar and gas disc are affected by such an interaction, and the
orizontal structure remained unaf fected. Unfortunately, o wing to the 
ifficulty of obtaining the distance of H I emitting gas, observational 
vidence for the MW gaseous spiral arms is quite limited (Koo et al.
017 ). An alternative, albeit possibly distorted, snapshot of the gas 
isc is provided by the young stars like CCs. 

 SUMMARY  

e present an explanation for the gap at L gap = 2950 km s −1 kpc,
orresponding to R = 13 kpc, found in the distribution of the angular
omenta L of MW CCs ( D22 ; see Fig. 3 ) and illustrate it with a

imulated galaxy from IllustrisTNG run TNG50-1. The simulated 
alaxy has an extended spiral structure that is traced by both the gas
nd the stars corresponding in age to the MW CCs. The distributions
f these young star particles o v er radius, tangential v elocity, and
ngular momentum resemble those for the MW CCs. In particular, 
heir distributions o v er L are multimodal in all quadrants with at least
ne clear gap, caused by a spatial gap between their birth places in
wo spiral arms at the same azimuth. While the precise formation 
echanism for these spirals cannot be extracted from the TNG50 

un (owing to the low output cadence), the recent close flybys of two
10 8 M � objects within ∼20 kpc of the simulated galaxy are likely 

o have played a role. 
For this same mechanism to be the origin of the gap found in the
W CCs, two spiral arms on either side of R = 13 kpc must have

ormed stars 100–200 Myr ago. While tracing the spiral structure 
f the Galactic ISM is notoriously difficult, the MW is not short of
assive perturbers, such as the Sgr dwarf galaxy, which could have 

riggered or enhanced the spiral structure in the outer Galactic disc, 
eading to the formation of two spiral arms at the same azimuth and
n the required radial range. 

This explanation implies several properties, all of which are readily 
estable and in fact present. First, the angular momentum gap at this
osition is only present in populations of young stars, whose phase-
pace distribution still reflects their birth places. For older stars, phase 
ixing together with bar and spiral perturbations quickly erases any 

oherence from a common origin. The precise age beyond which 
his feature should disappear is hard to predict, but based on the
imulated galaxy we expect it to be around 1 Gyr. The absence of
 similar and clear phase-space feature in the general stellar disc
 D22 ) therefore corroborates our explanation and largely excludes a
urely dynamical origin, such as orbital resonances with the Galactic 
ar, which affects all disc stars to some degree, depending on their
elocity dispersion. 

A second property is that the gap may coincide with some
iscontinuity in the properties of the warp, because two spirals in
ifferent parts of the warped gas discs will have distinct orbital
lanes. This is the case in the simulated galaxy, which has a strong
arp, but also for the MW CCs, where the gap visibly separates the

tars in two populations in z. 
Finally, as seen in the simulated galaxy, the same angular mo-
entum gap is limited to some azimuthal range: the spiral arms

iving birth to Cepheids have sufficient radial separation, but shift 
n radius with azimuth. This latter property is in fact reflected in the
istribution of MW CCs, which show the gap being more pronounced
t ne gativ e Galactic azimuth. 
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PPENDIX  A :  E VO L U T I O N  O F  T H E  

IMULATED  G A L A X Y  

ver the past 3–4 Gyr, the simulated galaxy experienced several mild
idal interactions from flybys of smaller objects. At t = 12 . 8 Gyr,
he time of bar formation, for example, two sub-haloes with total
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